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Introduction 
 
On September 14, 2017, Officer Wallace Jensen acting independently, but with supervisory permission1 - 
visited Uncle Sam’s Liquor Store located at 33322 Cutting Boulevard in the City of Richmond.  The 
intended purpose of this visit was to address a loitering problem. Loitering had picked up for a few 
weeks prior to this date, but was a relative non-issue for almost 6 months prior. Officer Jensen 
possessed first-hand experience addressing loitering issues at this location.2 
 
Upon entering into the liquor store, Jensen received notice from the shop keeper that Mr. Perez was 
causing problems, Officer Jensen confronted Richard “Pedie” Perez outside of the store. After an 
exchange of words and an attempt by Jensen to detain Perez, Perez and Officer Jensen engaged in a 
physical altercation, culminating in Officer Jensen firing 3 rounds at Mr. Perez causing his death. 
 
This case was investigated by the Richmond Police Department (RPD), the Contra Costa District 
Attorney’s (CCDA) Office and independently by the firm Renne Sloan Holtzman Sakai (RSHS) between 
2014 - 2015.  Each of these investigations yielded the same result: a finding that Officer Jensen acted 
lawfully in the incidents leading up to the death of Richard Perez. 
 
The difference between the efforts of RPD/CCDA and RSHS is the focus of the investigation. RPD/CCDA 
conducted investigations primarily to determine whether the resulting death by a sworn law 
                                                           
1 EXPLAIN how he got permission 
2 EXPLAIN about loitering problem in area 
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enforcement officer was not for self-defense constituting a Justifiable Homicide as identified in Penal 
Code 197. To be criminally liable, RPD/CCDA had to find beyond a reasonable doubt that Officer Jensen’s 
actions were not in self-defense.  
 
In contrast, RSHS’ efforts were narrower in scope and focused on whether the Officer’s actions 
constituted a lawful use of force as it was understood from RPD policies and regulations.  In order to 
sustain a complaint or allegation, the RPCP must show by “clear and convincing” evidence that a 
complaint should be sustained.  This burden of proof is less than that required for a criminal conviction 
and is discussed in further detail below. 
 
This investigation leverages all available investigations to: identify possible weaknesses in analysis, 
present findings, and provide recommendations for the CPRC. This investigation is not to make a finding 
into whether Officer Jensen was criminally liable for homicide. 
 
The format and presentation of report was contemplated to provide Commissioners insight into 
information deemed most relevant investigation.  Autopsy imagery is not typically found in investigation 
reports of this nature, but select photos are included to more fully understand inconsistencies in 
statements made by both Officer Jensen and witnesses. This written report is complemented by an 
audiovisual presentation, which will allow the commissioners to evaluate video, audio, and trajectory 
analysis in more detail. 
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A. There is sufficient evidence to find that Officer used excessive force against Richard 
Perez on September 14, 2014, and violated RPD Policy 300 – Use of Force. 

 
JENSEN CREDIBILITY ANALYSIS: GUNSHOT WOUND TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS USING FORENSIC 
MODELING TO ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY AND RELATIVE POSITION OF OFFICER JENSEN AND MR. PEREZ3 
 

From the outset, it’s important to note that the events 
between Officer Jensen and Mr. Perez all occurred within 
a matter of a few minutes. Perez was shot three times. 
Jensen’s statements as presented below tend to show 
that the sequence of fire was from bottom to top 
(abdomen first and shoulder last). 
 
During the Coroner’s Inquest on December 10, 2014, 
Jensen stated “(S)o I looked down and I see Mr. Perez’s 
left hand on the grip of my gun and he’s pulling the 
firearm.  So he’s pulling my gun up. I could see the hood 
on my holder being stretched in a direction it’s not 
supposed to.  At that point, fearing that Mr. Perez was 
attempting to gain my firearm from my holster in an effort 
to kill me, I pushed back down on the top of Mr. Perez’s 
hands to keep my firearm holstered.”  Jensen continues to 
say “As I am standing up, he is standing up and he is still 
holding on to my gun trying to pull it from my holster…I 
hit him in the chest. It was enough to get him to break 

the grip on my gun.  At that time I drew my gun from the holster out to about the retention position and 
he charged towards me.  So when he charged towards me, I thought he was trying to come after my gun 
to take my gun away from me.  So I fired one round.”  Jensen said he fired from the retention position. 
“Perez charged toward me again in the same manner.  I fired a second round.” Jensen distanced himself 
some more from Perez and fully extended his arm out towards Perez.  “I pointed my gun at him and told 
him to stop.  He charged again and that’s when I fired the third shot.” Jensen said he believes the third 
shot struck Perez in the chest because Perez grabbed his chest and bent over.  Jensen distanced himself 
some more and observed Perez’s actions. Perez then stumbled into the store. 
 
Officer Jensen’s statements justifying firing his gun appear to be inconsistent with factual findings in 
numerous instances. Jensen states that as he stands up Perez is standing up holding on to Jensen’s 
weapon.  This would make any sequence of shot follow the illustration below. Upon modeling the 
trajectory of fire in 3-D, however, Jensen’s statement does not appear to be accurate because based on 
Officer Jensen’s position as seen in available video evidence in concert with bullet entry and exit holes, 
Perez would have to have been at a much lower position - closer to the ground. 
 
 
 

                                                           
3 Officer Jensen’s Police Academy records were not released for review. Nor were his disciplinary records.  

IMAGE-1: Note in the picture above that all the entry 
wounds are on Perez’s left-hand side. 
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IMAGE -3: The first entry wound is on Perez’s left abdomen and as seen above – the exit wound is in the middle of his right leg.  The bullet 
traverses across the body in a diagonal fashion in a sharp downward trajectory. 
 

IMAGE-2: Hypothetical firing trajectory based on Jensen’s testimony in the December 2014 Coroner’s Inquest. Red line represents expected 
path from first round. 
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The first shot was fired at 12:15:46:1. If Perez was directly facing Jensen to attack him the way the 
testimony alludes to, then an entry wound in 
the middle of the abdomen would result in 
an exit would in the middle of the back.  This 
was not the case.  
 
The green dowel trajectory rod in the above 
picture illustrates the path of the first bullet. 
Rods are typically painted in fluorescent 
colors to stand out in photos, therefore the 
green color does not have any significance. 
Since this bullet goes from left to right, 
Perez’s body must have been facing away 
from Jensen’s – and not directly toward it. It 
is more likely than not that his left hand was 
on the ground to maintain balance. 
 
 

IMAGE-4: Rendering of likely body position when Perez was hit with the 
first bullet based on an autopsy analysis. The red dot represents the direct 
path of the bullet according to entry and exit locations. 
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The lapse between the first shot and the 
second shot was less than 0.5 second.  This was 
Based on the totality of Perez’s movements on 
the night in question, it does not appear that 
there enough time for Perez to significantly 
modify his body position or charge towards 
Jensen as is claimed.  
 
Perez’s body was relatively close to the ground 
– relative to Jensen’s position. As illustrated in 
the rendering to the left, Perez’s body would 
only sustain an injury of this nature if his body 
was substantially faced towards the store. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

IMAGE-5: The second entry wound is on the left side of Perez’s left chest – approximately 7 inches below his armpit. The exit wound is in the 
middle of his lower left back.  The bullet traverses across the body in sharp downward trajectory. 
 

IMAGE-6: Rendering of likely body position when Perez was hit with the 
second bullet based on an autopsy analysis. The red dot represents the 
direct path of the bullet according to entry and exit locations. 
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After the second round, Jensen pointed his 
weapon at Jensen and claims to have told Perez 
to stop.  Jenson states that Perez charged again 
and that’s when the third shot was fired. The 
third shot was fired 0.6 seconds after the second 
shot.  
 
The analysis of the third bullet reveals that it 
traversed the entire width of the body from left 
to right.  Again, fractions of seconds elapsed 
between shots and Perez would not have had 
much opportunity to charge – especially after 
being shot twice.  As seen in the rendering to the 
right, the only way for Perez to sustain an injury 
with this trajectory is if his full upper body was in 
the direction of the store.  Jensen said he 
believes the third shot struck Perez in the chest 
because Perez grabbed his chest, bent over, and 
stumbled into the store.  
 
 
 

IMAGE-7: The third entry wound is on the left upper shoulder. The exit wound is in the right side of the mid-section.  This final bullet also 
traverses across the body in downward trajectory. 
 

IMAGE-8: Rendering of likely body position when Perez was hit with the 
third bullet based on an autopsy analysis. The red dot represents the 
direct path of the bullet according to entry and exit locations. 
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JENSEN’S CREDIBILITY ANALYSIS: WEAPON CONTROL 
 

 
 

In various instances, Officer Jensen claims Perez had hold on his gun and that Jensen saw Perez try to 
pull the gun up out of the holster.    
 

Jensen’s gun was affixed to his thigh in an 
authorized holster. Jensen told investigators that 
he felt tugs on his gun.   Jensen knew that it was 
his gun being tugged because “I could feel my 
holster moving on my leg.”   Jensen described his 
holster as a Safariland tactical holster with a 
hood over the top.  Jensen said the locking 
system for this holster includes a “spring loaded” 
hood with retention screws.   
 
Jensen said that the gun can only be released by 
pushing down on the hood and rotating forward 
with the gun.  This two-step process holster is 
commonly known as a double-threat holster. 
Jensen told investigators that the Perez was 
pulling on the gun and trying to get it out of the 
holster.  Jensen said that the gun was “catching” 
on the hood of the holster.  Jensen said that 
these efforts to pull on the gun were both 

IMAGE-9: Officer Jensen was in possession of his service weapon – a Wilson Combat pistol, model CQB, .45 Auto caliber with hollow point 
bullets and an 8-round magazine.  

IMAGE-10: Jensen’s gun has a grip that is exposed while the weapon is 
in the holster. 
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“strong and hard.”  Jensen claims that as he started to stand up and that Perez started to stand up too 
and still had a grasp on his gun.   
 
 
 
 

 

Jensen was in a clear altercation with Perez 
as evidenced by cell phone video footage.  
In the frame to the right Jensen’s body is 
pressing Perez’s left arm onto a concrete 
column.  It is possible that this motion 
caused an involuntary flexion of Perez’s left 
wrist such that it looked like he had a grip 
on Jensen’s gun, but according video, this 
would have been for approximately half of 
one second. 
 
The strong continuous grips that Jensen 
references appear to be exaggerated 
claims. This is supported by the fact that 
DNA swabs were taken of both the left and 
right hand side of the pistol grips and from 
the thigh holster, and upon analysis – 
Richard Perez III is excluded as a 
contributor.  The DNA that was on Officer 
Jensen’s holster was not tied to Perez.  The 
chance that it was Perez’s DNA is 1 in 15 
nonillion in one DNA swap test and 1 in 16 
nonillion in another DNA swab test. A nonillion is a number followed by 30 zeros.    
 

IMAGE-11: Despite his flailing legs, Perez does seem to be in close proximity to Jensen’s weapon on at least three occasions within an 8 
second time span.  

IMAGE-12: Perez’s DNA was not present on the grip of Jensen’s gun. 
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REASONABLENESS ANALYSIS: 
 
The legal standard used to determine the lawfulness of a use of force is the Fourth Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution.  See Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989).  Graham states in part, “The 
reasonableness of a particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer 
on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight.  
 
The City of Richmond Police Department (RPD) subscribes to Lexipol, which provides it a general 
template with stock policies that form the basis for RPD’s Policy Manual. In Section 300.3.2 of the RPD 
Policy Manual, a number of factors are listed that should be taken into consideration, to determine 
reasonableness of force. These factors include, but are not limited to: 

 
Summary of RPD Factors Used to Determine Reasonableness of Force 

# Subject Definition 
A. Severity of Threat Immediacy and severity of the threat to officers or others. 
B. Conduct The conduct of the individual being confronted, as 

reasonably perceived by the officer at the time. 
C General factors Officer/subject factors (age, size, relative strength, skill level, 

injuries sustained, level of exhaustion or fatigue, the number 
of officers available vs. subjects). 

D Mental Impairment The effects of drugs or alcohol. 
E Mental State Subject's mental state or capacity. 
F Weapons Proximity of weapons or dangerous improvised devices. 
G Restraint The degree to which the subject has been effectively 

restrained and his/her ability to resist despite being 
restrained. 

H Less lethal force The availability of other options and their possible 
effectiveness. 

I Seriousness of offense Seriousness of the suspected offense or reason for contact 
with the individual. 

J Officer Training Training and experience of the officer. 
K Potential for injury Potential for injury to officers, suspects and others. 
L Resisting arrest Whether the person appears to be resisting, attempting to 

evade arrest by flight or is attacking the officer. 
M Consequences of Escape The risk and reasonably foreseeable consequences of 

escape. 
N Need for immediate control The apparent need for immediate control of the subject or a 

prompt resolution of the situation. 
O Immediate conduct Whether the conduct of the individual being confronted no 

longer reasonably appears to pose an imminent threat to 
the officer or others. 

P Prior contact Prior contacts with the subject or awareness of any 
propensity for violence. 

Q Exigent Circumstances Any other exigent circumstances. 
 

 
Reasonableness will be covered in more detail in the audiovisual presentation. 
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A.  SEVERITY OF THREAT:  A. Perez was on a public sidewalk when he was confronted by 
Officer Jensen.  Witness statements allege that Perez was trying to shoplift alcohol. Other 
witnesses allege Perez was in the same store earlier in the day attempting to acquire 
alcohol on credit. These factors - even if they were known to Jensen - in of themselves do 
no justify lethal force. 
 
Official reports indicate that Perez was at least two times over the legal DUI limit.  
Presenting blood alcohol information in this manner tends to prejudice Perez because he 
was not driving a vehicle. He on multiple occasions stated that he wanted to go home.  
Perez’s level of intoxication did not appear from video evidence to be a threat. Officer 
Jensen claims Perez was swaying from side to side.  This is relevant because it tends to 
show that Perez could have been arrested for public intoxication. As discussed below, this 
does not appear to be the case because the threshold for public intoxication turns in 
pertinent part on whether the officer believes the subject is a threat to himself or others. 
 
In sum, the severity of the threat leading up to the physical altercation was minimal.  This is 
balanced against passive resistance of arrest by stating “fuck this” and physical active 
resistance by walking away and then resisting Officer Jensen’s attempt to handcuff him. 
 
B.  CONDUCT:  Below are key provisions of California’s resisting 
arrest laws. 
Statutes California Penal Code Section 148 (Resisting Arrest) 

California Penal Code Section 69 (Resisting an 
Executive Officer) 
 

Penalties Resisting Arrest: Misdemeanor punishable by up to  
one year county jail and/or a maximum 1,000 fine  
 
Resisting an Executive Officer: Either a misdemeanor 
(same potential penalties as above) or felony 
(depending on the nature of the alleged offense) 
punishable by up to three years in county jail, a fine of 
$500 to $5,000, or both.  

 
C.  GENERAL FACTORS:  Jensen attended the Police Academy at Napa Valley College 
criminal Justice Training Center and graduated in 2007. The center does not release 
information regarding class standing. He was assigned to Beat 3, which includes Sam’s 
Liquor Store. He was certified to work with a police canine by participating in a 200 hour 
training program at Golden Gate Canine.  Jensen was Crisis Negotiation Team member 
since 2013 and he completed Basic Hostage Negotiation training in March 2014 (40 
hours). Some of this training would seem to be valuable in the altercation with Perez, but 
the training does not focus exclusively on dealing with individuals with mental 
impairments.  It was clear to Jensen based off of a claimed unsteady gait and slurred 
speech that Perez was impaired.  If Jensen felt he was unable to deal with Perez, it would 

IMAGE-13: Officer Jensen was in 
full duty uniform. 
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seem that a reasonably prudent officer would immediately call for backup before 
engaging a suspect. 
 
D.  MENTAL IMPAIRMENT:  No evidence exists to show that Jensen was fatigued or in an 
impaired mental state.  
 
E. MENTAL STATE:  Evidence exists to show that Perez was visibly intoxicated and that 
Officer Jensen also detected this. However, Perez sat down on the curb as initially 
instructed by Jensen, which tends to show that he could interpret and obey verbal 
commands. Subsequent evidence shows that Perez may have animosity towards police 
because he was arrested for a DUI the night before.  This, however, is not given much 
weight because focusing on this tends to move the investigatory focus toward findings 
based on 20/20 hindsight. 
 
F. WEAPONS:  No evidence shows Jensen thought Perez was armed. 
 
G. RESTRAINT:  The attempts by Jensen to restrain Perez were unsuccessful.  
 
H. LESS LETHAL FORCE:  Officer Jensen did not have a full complement of less lethal 
weapons on him.  Specifically, he did not have a baton.  This was not in violation of RPD 
Policy because at the time of the incident batons were not mandatory for officers to 
wear. If Jensen reasonably believed his life was in danger, RPD policy 318 would permit 
him to use his K-9.  But, given the extremely close proximity of Jensen and Perez, this 
may not have been a reasonable solution. 
 
Officer Jensen was armed with a Taser.  Contrary to statements made by his family that 
Jensen did not have a Taser on him, I reviewed the footage in detail and it appears that 
he wore a Taser.  Tasers of the type Jensen had were ideal for situations where the 
officer and the suspect were at least 15 feet apart. Jensen and Perez were approximately 
6 feet apart and a Taser could have been used, but it would not have the distance to fully 
charge to be effective.  
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Image 14: Tasers range depend on the cartridge type: 15 ft; 25ft; and 35 ft. 
 
 
 
Officer Jensen did have Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) spray, but did not use it.  He was fearful 
that if he did use it that it could fly back on him and disable him. In analyzing OC spray, it 
seems that it is rarely used in RPD Use of Force (UOF) incidents.  Based on data provided to 
me by the Richmond Office of Professional Accountability, the likelihood of it being used in 
any given incident is less than 1 percent. 
 

City of Richmond Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Spray Usage 
 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 5 year totals 
Total UOF 140 165 177 180 138 800 
OC-UOF 0 1 1 3 0 5 

 

I  

RPD 5-Year Force Incidents with OC Spray Usage 
(2010 -2014)

OC Not Used
OC Used
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I. SERIOUSNESS OF OFFENSE:  The offenses in order of escalation are: public intoxication 
and resisting arrest. Penal Code 647(f) PC is known as California's "drunk in public" (or 
"public intoxication") law. Despite what the common name of this law suggests, simply 
being drunk in a public place is not a crime. Instead, to violate California's "drunk in 
public" statute4, Perez would need to be so intoxicated that he: 
 
1. was unable to exercise care for his safety or the safety of others, OR 
2. interfere with, obstruct, or prevent others from using streets, sidewalks, or other 
"public ways."  
 
If Perez was simply very drunk in a public place, but neither of the above things is 
deemed true, he would not be guilty of this offense and thus Jensen’s initial 
detention/arrest attempt would be suspect. 
 
Resisting Arrest under California Penal Code Section 148(a) PC is a broadly defined 
criminal offense that makes it illegal to intentionally resist, delay or obstruct a law 
enforcement officer or emergency medical technician from performing his or her lawful 
duties. 
 
J. OFFICER TRAINING:  I have reviewed Jensen’s training records and they are in 
compliance with 2014 RPD policies.  Jensen did receive RPD training on Use of Force on 
multiple occasions. However, the training was only lecture and or lecture/demonstration 
based and in no instance did these trainings last more than 30 minutes. Officer Jensen 
was also fully qualified to operate his issued X26 Taser.  
 
K. POTENTIAL FOR INJURY:  Jensen knew other people were in the vicinity and 
surprisingly stated after the first round that he wasn’t sure that it hit Perez.  This is 
particularly alarming because the bullet could have ricocheted and hit others in the area. 
 
L. RESISTING ARREST:  RPD Policy 300.3, states: While the ultimate objective of every law 
enforcement encounter is to avoid or minimize injury, nothing in this policy requires an 
officer to retreat or be exposed to possible physical injury before applying reasonable 
force. RPD use-of-force policy in 2014 did not make a distinction between officers 
responding to someone who is “passively resisting” versus “aggressive behavior.” RPD 
had no policy setting an expectation that officers are to de-escalate when possible. As 
seen in two Use of Force Models below, even active resist of an arrest does not generally 
warrant an escalation to justify deadly force.  
 

                                                           
4 See https://www.justia.com/criminal/docs/calcrim/2900/2966.html 
 

https://www.justia.com/criminal/docs/calcrim/2900/2966.html
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IMAGE-16: St. Paul Police Department is clarifying use of force and as seen for aggressive resistance – canine apprehension is permitted. See 
https://www.twincities.com/2018/01/19/st-paul-police-propose-major-changes-to-use-of-force-policy/  

IMAGE-15: A lot of criticism exists about which Use of Force model is ideal.  This is a modified pyramid scheme that has gained acceptance in 
many police departments across the country.  
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M. CONSEQUENCES OF ESCAPE:  Perez did not have identification, on his person, but did 
disclose enough identifying information for RPD to arrest him if he fled.  He mentioned, 
for example, his address, and that he was arrested the day before. A reasonable 
inference could be made that he was a local and frequent patron of the store: he was 
intoxicated and wanted to walk home.  It appears his home was within walking distance 
of the store. 
 
Evading a police officer under Section 2800.1 is a misdemeanor crime. If Perez fled, he 
could have been fined up to $1,000 and sent to jail for 1 year. 
 
 
N. NEED FOR IMMEDIATE CONTROL:  The consequences of escape outlined above is 
balanced by the need for Jensen to ensure that once he has attempted to detain a 
suspect using physical force (judo take-downs), that the suspect does not simply walk 
away.  Allowing suspects to walk away creates a negative law enforcement environment 
and lessens the perceived authority of police officers. 
 
 
O. IMMEDIATE CONDUCT:  Even though official 
reports show elevated levels of alcohol and 
moderate levels of drugs in Perez’s body, Jensen 
had no way of precisely knowing this.  From a 
review of the evidence, the immediate conduct was 
an active resistance of arrest and a possible touch 
of his pistol grip.  The active resistance and non-
compliance with verbal commands seem to justify a 
physical response from Jensen.  
 
P. PRIOR CONTACT:  No evidence or statements 
suggest Jensen or Perez had any prior contact. 
 
 
Q. EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES:  If Jensen’s actions in detaining Perez were 
unconstitutional (no reason to detain because not drunk in public, etc.), then all of 
Jensen’s actions would have created an exigent circumstance that otherwise would not 
exist. In Kentucky v. King, the Supreme Court held that when police conduct creates 
exigent circumstances, the police cannot then use that as a justification to violate a 
suspects Fourth Amendment rights.  Here, if Jensen’s initial stop was unconstitutional, 
then it would follow that an unjustified use of force resulted. This will be discussed in 
more detail in the audio visual presentation. 
 
Officer Jensen appears to have complied with policies as they relate to Uniform (1046), 
Taser usage (308/309), Firearm Qualifications (312), and Canine Usage (318). 
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Conclusion 
For the reasons explained above, Officer Jensen appears to have complied with policies as they relate 
to Uniform (1046), Taser usage (308/309), Firearm Qualifications (312), and Canine Usage (318).  
However, the Investigator concludes there is evidence to find that Officer Jensen violated Use of 
Force policies (300). Based on forensic modeling, time analysis, and a thorough review of all available 
evidence, it appears Officer Jensen did not properly escalate his actions and that he embellished his 
story regarding Perez lunging toward him to attack him and grab his weapon. However, because 
video evidence clearly shows Jensen in a position where his weapon was in contact with and pushed 
against a concrete column, a possibility exists that Jensen mistook his own movement for that of 
Perez, which would justify his use of force. This lessens the certainty in the Investigators finding by 
approximately 25 – 30 percent.  
 
 
Recommendations:  
Below are recommendation highlights. After presentation of the report to the CPRC, a follow-up 
report with recommendations based on the below will be delivered. These recommendations are 
based upon the date of the incident. 
 
• Taser: Ensure 15ft instead of 20ft reach  
• Gel-based OC spray pilot program  
• Beanbag shotgun mounts in patrol vehicle main cabin  
• Non-lethal force annual training requirement (E.g., using tasers)  
• Implementing a RPD Crisis Intervention Team for interacting with individuals with mental illness  
• Mandatory requirement to carry batons  
• Pilot program to carry blunt impact projectile weapons – Like “The Alternative.” See 
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2015/09/23/alternatives-to-bullets  
• Pilot program to implement use of launchable pepper projectiles. See 
http://www.policemag.com/channel/weapons/articles/2013/03/less-lethal-weapon-options.aspx  
• Mandatory use of triple threat holsters  
• Annual check of holsters at range fire trainings  
• Implementation of a RPD de-escalation policy  
• Mandatory use of body cameras  
• Modified K-9 policy to allow deployment of K-9 asset if officer perceives a threat to his life.  
• Community interaction in development of multi-year outreach campaign to improve community-
police relationship.  
• Improved coordination with CRPC staff/investigators – as related to clarifying information related 
to payment responsibility (RPD, City Attorney, or City Manager) and related delay for DNA testing.  
 




